
The One Show - BBC 1 - Santa School

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WinsULQzPC4

1- Listen to the first 4 sentences of the video, they are adapted from a famous poem called 'T 'Was The 
Night Before Christmas”  Find more about this poem on Google.  

Who is the author of this poem?
When was the poem written? 
What other information can you find about the poem?

2- Rewrite the first 4 original lines of the poem, and underline the parts that are different from what 
you actually hear at the beginning of the document

3- This video is a 

 Documentary video  Cartoon  Science-fiction film  Travel guide

4- Identify the characters

Who is James Lovell in the video?
Who is Santa John in the video?

5- Where and when does the Santa School training take place? Tick the correct boxes

 at a university   at a hotel              in Lapland   in England
 in 2006   in 2007             in 2008  in 2009

6- Identify some of the school's program

 Learn how to cook Christmas pudding 
 Learn  how to drive a sleigh
 Learn merry Christmas in  8 languages, 
 Learn how to behave with children
 Learn how to be a good business man 
 Learn how to make toys

 Learn the hohoho
 Learn how to speak to children
 Learn the reindeer' names,
 Learn how to wrap presents
 Learn how to decorate a tree
 Learn how to dress

7- One Santa explains that youth  is not a problem to be a good Santa. What is the most important 
quality to be a good Santa, according to him?

8- Fill in with one of the following words : criminal, graduate, health, safety,  shopping

Once they ____________________ the Santas will be dispatched to ____________________ centers across 
the country. They will be checked by the ____________________ records bureau  and will have 
____________________ and ____________________ training

9- True or false? Justify: “It was easier to be a Santa in  the 50s than it is today”

10- Identify one question a good Santa should ask a child.
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